O’BRIEN MJ
Polymer Coated Tubing System

Installation Toolbox
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Preface
The O’BRIEN MJ Installation Toolbox is intended as a guide to be
used in conjunction with industry standards and company work
practices established for your location. Your understanding,
handling and proper installation are necessary to complete the
protection provided by the O’BRIEN MJ small bore tubing system.
This booklet will familiarize you with the techniques and tools
available to make your job safer and easier.
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Product Overview
Why Used
External corrosion is a severe problem in marine, offshore and
near shore installations. O’BRIEN MJ is designed to prevent the
common sources of external corrosion from attacking small bore
tubing: contact with dissimilar metals, salt laden air and water.
This allows the use of standard 316 stainless steel tubing in
applications where high corrosion resistant alloys might be used to
prevent EXTERNAL corrosion.
O’BRIEN MJ offers additional benefits:
Reduced fittings and potential
leak points: Another source of
maintenance and environmental
problems is from leaking or
incorrectly
installed
fittings.
Because it can be supplied in
long
continuous
coils
the
intermediate fittings required
every six meters with stick tubing
can be eliminated. With O’BRIEN
MJ all fittings except at the
beginning and end of the run can
usually be eliminated or if
intermediate fittings are required
they can be located in accessible
areas.
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Traditional stick installation requires
fittings every six meters.

Space and weight savings: STRUT-RAK™ brackets support single
and multiple tube bundles. Tubes are stacked perpendicular from
the tray rungs so that four tubes accommodate the same tray
space as one conventional tube. The STRUT-RAK assembly can
be used instead of tray. It mounts to customer supplied 2” square
stanchions.
Reducing support tray and tray
support structure reduces overall
weight.
O’BRIEN MJ is available in
configurations from ¼” (6mm) to 1”
(25mm) diameter tubing in single
polymer coated coils or sticks and
multiple tube bundles in coils with
up to four individually coated tubes
wrapped in an outer jacket.

Typical tube sizes
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Description
Unit of measure – only used for bundle sold and marked in Meters
No prefix designates product is sold and marked in feet
M = meters
/
Separator
TPMJ
O’BRIEN MJ Product Designation
Special configuration where individual tubes are jacketed with O’Brien
TAW05589 TPU then combined into a bundle with a TAW05589 TPU
outer jacket.
#
Number of process tubes (max is 4 for 1/4 - 1/2” tubes, max is 2 for one
or two 3/4” tubes)
1 = one process tube (single jacket only)
2 = two process tubes
3 = three process tubes
4 = four process tubes
U
Jacket Material
U = TAW05589 TPU tube and outer jacket (Material is the
same on tubes and outer jacket)
Separator
XX
Process tube material, construction & wall thickness
Use current designations. For multiple tubes or mixed tubes.
By convention the largest tubes are first then alphabetically if
the same size. Multiple tubes of the same material and size
are indicated by repeating the size only. Eg. Three 3/8” x
0.035 wall 316L SS SMLS tubes are indicated as “F333.”
##
Process tube size in 1/8” or mm
Options and Specials Identifier (Repeat as necessary)
/
Separator
X
Jacket Color Scheme for Individual Tubes
-XXXX
Specials Identifier

X = Alpha # = Numeric
X

O’BRIEN MJ Model Number
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Two to four tube bundles allow installation of multiple tubes in a
single pass with little more effort than installing a single tube run.
The decision to use single polymer coated or multiple tube
bundles is affected by several factors:
“greenfield” vs. “brownfield” installations
complexity of proposed or available routing
New construction work (greenfield) may be planned using
sweeping bends and O’BRIEN MJ routed to minimize plane
changes and complexity.
Retrofit or retube work (brownfield) will be limited to existing
routing and available space since it is usually installed alongside
existing runs until a safe and orderly changeover can take place.
Retrofit / retube work tends to be more complex and lends itself to
single polymer coated tubes. Even with single polymer coated
tubes it is often possible to group several in one bunch and pull
them roughly in place then do final positioning and securing one at
a time.
This booklet covers both single polymer coated tubing and multiple
tube bundles.

CAUTION: This booklet does not include
precautions necessary when handling high
tensile alloy tubing such as 2507 Super Duplex.
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Tools
TPMJST6036 Spool Stand
Combination spool stand, payout and bundle straightener.
Accommodates 46” and 60” diameter spools.

TPMJST12 and TPMJST24 Tube Straighteners
Tube Straighteners for ¼ - ½” (6- 12 mm) and 3/8 – 1” (10- 25 mm)
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TPKWFT Waterfall Installation Tool (Pair)

TPKJKTR polymer Coating Removal Tool and Stop
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Tube Benders
MJ Hand Benders have an extended tube hook with a protective
sliding bar and are sized to allow for polymer thickness.

TPKBDR-HD02 for 1/4" x 0.065” Max WT1 MJ tube, 15/16” R
TPKBDR-HD03 for 3/8” x 0.083” Max WT1 MJ tube, 1-1/2” R
TPKBDR-HD04 for 1/2" x 0.083” Max WT1 MJ tube, 2-1/4” R
1. Based on 316 ss.
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Power Benders for large diameter and hard tubing.
TPKBDR-PTB120 and TPKBDR-PTB240 Power Head for
1/2"/12mm through 1”/25mm MJ and J-Line tubing. 18V battery
powered for portability. Bending former and back former are
supplied separately.
TPKBDR-PTB120 Includes 120V
charger. Type A plug.
TPKBDR-PTB240 Includes 240V
charger. Type C plug.
Power Bending Former and Back
Former Use with Power Head above.
(Also fit REMS CURVO power units.)
TPKBDR-04PTB
TPKBDR-916PTB
TPKBDR-06PTB
TPKBDR-08PTB

Tube
OD

Bending
Radius

1/2"
9/16”
3/4"
1”

2.48”
2.76”
3.86”
4.02”

Hand Tools
TPKRKN Self-Retracting Knife
TPKRN-ST100 Replacement
Blades- Straight 100 pcs
TPKRKN-HK5 Replacement
Blades- Small Hook 5 pcs

Common Tools
Hand Clamps & Spreaders
Heat Gun

TPKTWR-36 Torque Wrench
7/16” – 3 LB.ft / 4.1 N.m
TPKTWR-144 Torque Wrench
9/16” – 12 LB.ft / 16.3 N.m
TPKMKR-WT Chloride Free
Marker
Hack Saw,
Tube Cutter
Deburring Tool
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Potential Hazards, Risk Assessment and Mitigation
Working with coiled tubing can present new hazards that workers
are unaccustomed to. When tubing, polymer coated, bundled or
bare, is coiled onto the shipping spools there is some residual
‘spring’ effect. The amount of stored energy depends upon several
factors, the diameter of the coil, the tube size and wall thickness
and the tube material.

Spools of O’BRIEN MJ can be heavy and when set on the flange
they can roll. This makes it easy to move them but poses a
potential risk if they are on a slope or moving surface.
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Planning & Mobilization
Identify systems utilizing small bore tubing. A list of examples is
attached as Appendix A.

New Construction / Greenfield
Planning the use of O’BRIEN MJ during the tray design stage
of a platform will help insure a smooth installation.
Selecting support trays with a C strut type rung that will
accommodate spring anchor nuts such as the one shown.
Perforated tray can be used also.
O’BRIEN MJ is installed in the tray with the tubes stacked
vertically.
Tray routing should use large radius corners
instead of right angles. (24” / 600mm minimum)

Direction changes using long radius bends do not limit the
length of O’BRIEN MJ that can be successfully pulled into
place.
Labor should allow for a person every 4M and at every
direction and step change during installation.
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Elevation changes from vertical to horizontal or horizontal to
vertical (sometimes referred to as a ‘waterfall’) should allow
for installation clearance as shown.
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APPROXIMATELY
24" / 600MM
LEAVE OPEN
DURING INSTALLATION
6' 6" / 2M RADIUS

Step changes where run clearance
is 2X the step distance do not limit
the length of O’BRIEN MJ that can
be successfully pulled into place.

APPROXIMATELY
24" / 600MM

Not more than two non-confoming limitations should occur in
any run.

Routing that does not conform to the guidelines should be
planned as multiple runs, joined by unions.
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Retrofit or Retube / Brownfield
Greater use of single polymer coated tubes should be
anticipated.
Multiple tubes can be grouped and fitted in place at one time.
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1/2"

3/8"

1/4"

Tube
OD

Wall
0.035
0.049
0.065
0.035
0.049
0.065
0.035
0.049
0.065
0.083
0.095
0.109
0.625

0.500

0.375

0.98

0.86

0.73

Single
Height
Tube Dia.

Fractional - Size and Weight

1.56

1.31

1.06

2

2.16

1.79

1.41

2.76

2.26

1.76

Width (in)
3
4
1
0.15
0.18
0.20
0.23
0.27
0.32
0.31
0.37
0.43
0.50
0.54
0.59

Weight (lb/ft)
2
3
0.37
0.52
0.43
0.61
0.47
0.67
0.53
0.76
0.61
0.88
0.71
1.03
0.69
1.00
0.81
1.18
0.93
1.36
1.07
1.57
1.15
1.69
1.25
1.84
4
0.68
0.80
0.88
0.99
1.15
1.35
1.30
1.54
1.78
2.06
2.22
2.42

Size and Weight
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12

10

8

6

Tube
OD

Wall
1.0
1.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
14

12

10

8

24

22

20

18

Single
Height
Tube Dia.

Metric - Size and Weight

38

34

30

26

2

53

47

41

35

67

59

51

43

Width (mm)
3
4
1
0.18
0.23
0.25
0.34
0.45
0.32
0.38
0.45
0.57
0.38
0.48
0.61
0.74

Weight (kg/m)
2
3
0.55
0.78
0.64
0.92
0.70
1.00
0.90
1.30
1.20
1.60
0.87
1.25
1.01
1.52
1.18
1.71
1.36
1.99
1.03
1.49
1.26
1.70
1.49
2.19
1.72
2.68
4
1.01
1.19
1.30
1.60
1.90
1.63
2.10
2.40
2.62
1.94
2.40
2.87
3.34

STRUT-RAK Supporting Brackets
ATTENTION - Maximum recommended support distances are for
static conditions and not intended for any location possibly subject
to dynamic loading such as inside liquid filled tanks, wave zone or
sub-sea.
Horizontal Runs – support every 3’ / 1m
Vertical Runs – support every 6’ / 2m
Support must be placed within 1’ / 30cm of the beginning and
end of a bend.
Support brackets must provide a clamping surface of at least
1”/25mm.
Brackets
SRCB parts include both strut and panel mounting, SRCL are
panel mounting only and SRCS are strut mounting only.
STRUT-RAK Single Tube Clips

STRUT-RAK Bundle Tube Clips
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STRUT-RAK Vertical Brackets 1 – 4 Single Tubes
SRLXB parts include both strut and panel mounting, SRLXL are
panel mounting only and SRLXS are strut mounting only.

Horizontal Loading Limit
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Dimensions (inch)
Nylon coated mounting brackets include fasteners for strut, slotted tray or
through bolt mounting.
Panel mounting bolt lengths are designed to accommodate a ¼” thick
mounting panel with 3 full threads exposed beyond the supplied nut and
washers.

Single Tube

Part #

Panel Mount
Bolt Length

H

L

W

1/4” or 6mm 1
3/8” or 8 or 10mm 1
1/2” or 12mm 1
3/4" or 20mm 1
1” or 25mm

SRCB-A
SRCB-B
SRCB-C
SRCB-D
SRCB-E

1.5
1.5
1.75
2.0
2.25

0.5
0.6
0.8
1.0
1.3

0.9
1.1
1.1
1.2
1.4

1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8

SRCB-F
SRCB-G
SRCB-H

2.5
2.75
3.0

1.6
1.8
2.1

1.7
1.8
2.0

2.0
2.0
2.0

SRCB-H
SRCB-J
SRCB-K

3.0
3.5
3.75

2.1
2.4
2.9

2.0
1.8
2.0

2.0
2.0
2.0

SRCB-J
SRCB-K
SRCB-M

3.5
3.75
4.25

2.4
2.9
3.4

1.8
2.0
2.0

2.0
2.0
2.0

Two Tube
1/4” or 6mm 1
3/8” or 8 or 10mm 1
½" or 12mm 1

Three Tube
1/4” or 6mm 1
3/8” or 8 or 10mm 1
½" or 12mm 1

Four Tube
1/4” or 6mm 1
3/8” or 8 or 10mm 1
½" or 12mm 1

Vertical Brackets

Part #

H

L

W

Heavy Duty: one to four A, B, C or D 2

SRL4B-4X

6.0

1.5

2.0

Notes:
1

- 7/16” hex for 1/4”x20 bolts Torque Specification 3 LB.ft / 4.1 N.M
- 7/16” hex for 1/4”x20 clip bolts Torque Specification 3 LB.ft / 4.1 N.M,
9/16” hex for 3/8”x16 mounting bolt Torque Specification 12 LB.ft / 6.8 N.M

2
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Sealing
Ends of polymer coated tubes or multiple tube bundles MUST be
capped and sealed at ALL TIMES.

Temporary and permanent caps and seals will be used throughout
the installation. Temporary sealing and capping may be provided
by friction fit caps, vinyl tape or silicone self-fusing tape.
Temporary sealing should be of a high visibility color to indicate
that it is not the permanent seal.
Permanent seals must be provided at every end connection and
intermediate joint. It must be done with an approved method that
provides both waterproof sealing and is UV and chemically
resistant for the area installed. Installation instructions for each
type of sealing must be followed.
Caps and seals must extend over the compression fitting nut and
a minimum of 1’ / 25mm of coating.
Temporary capping over the tube end and coating is necessary as
tubes are pulled into place.
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Receiving
Insure that ends of all tubes and bundles are capped and sealed.
Inspect for damage during shipping and transport.
Identify the product using the spool tag, shipping documents and
product markings.
<< See Page 7 for model number description. >>

Handling
Handle spools shipped on their side on pallets as you would any
other product.
Once a spool is turned to rest on the flanges it can be rolled on flat
surfaces. If spools are rolled up or down ramps care must be
taken to prevent runaway. Use blocking or other restraints to
restrict movement. Never use your body as a restraint.

Storage
All bundle ends must be sealed at all times.
Protect from mechanical damage.
Temperature Range: -40°F to 140°F / -40°C to
60°C
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Installation
Spool Stand & Straightener – TPMJST6036

Assembly and Set Up
1. Place the spool stand and payout in a location that provides
two meters of clear area behind (ramp end), a half meter clear
on each side and sufficient clear space in front of it to extend
the longest anticipated length.
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2. Extend the straightener roller arms to their full extent.

3. Raise the safety bar.
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4. Place the shaft through the product spool and secure the
collars on each side.
5. Position the product spool so that the bundle or tube exits the
spool from the bottom and toward the straightener rollers.

6. Roll the product spool up the ramp
until the shaft seats in one of the
two receivers.
7. Place the securing pins in place to
hold the shaft in position.

8. Lower the safety bar and secure it in
place using the provided latch pins.
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9. Adjust the ramp tension to maximum.

Multiple Tube Bundle
1. Set the height of the first roller (the one closest to the product
spool) about 100 – 150 mm higher than the bottom of the
product on the spool.
2. Open the second roller to maximum height.
3. Place a hand over the end of the bundle so that all fingers and
thumbs are on the same side of the tube and restrain it. Do not
stand in front or behind the spool. Cut the retainer.
4. Maintain tension on the spool using the ramp to prevent it from
turning. If necessary someone should stand to the side of the
spool and use their foot place additional pressure on the ramp
to prevent the spool from turning.
5. Pull the bundle out and use the first roller to straighten it as
much as possible.
6. Lower the second roller so the bundle remains straight.
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7. Using a steady speed pull the bundle to create the desired
length.
8. Use a hack saw to cut the MJ bundle.
9. Cap both cut ends.
10. The tension from the straightener should be sufficient to
prevent the tube from being pulled back onto the spool. If it is
not, a clamp can be used to secure it.
11. To remove the product spool from the spool stand pull the
product back through the straightener by manually rotating the
spool and secure it to the spool flange using cable ties.

Single Tube
1. Loading single tube onto the spool stand and straightener is
similar to the procedure for multiple tube
bundle except the spool is oriented so the
tube exits the spool from the top and
toward the straightener rollers.
2. Place the A24 arm on one of the two
vertical arms of the straightener and
attach the five roll straightener. The ideal
position will be about 100 – 200 mm below waist height.
3. Using 1m long sections of scrap tubing adjust the roller
straightener to straightener to achieve a straight length when
passed through the straightener.
4. Place a hand over the end of the tube so that all fingers and
thumbs are on the same side of the tube and restrain it. Do not
stand in front or behind the spool. Cut the retainer.
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5. Maintain tension on the spool using the ramp to prevent it from
turning. If necessary someone should stand to the side of the
spool and using their foot place additional pressure on the
ramp to prevent the spool from turning.
6. Open the five roll straightener and position the tube along the
rollers. Close the five roll straightener and latch it.
7. Using a steady speed pull the tube to create the desired
length. Adjust the five roll straightener as necessary to achieve
a straight length of tubing. The five roll straightener may also
be used as a hand held unit.
8. Use a hack saw to cut the MJ polymer coated tube.
9. Cap both cut ends.
10. The tension from the five roll straightener should be sufficient
to prevent the tube from being pulled back onto the spool. If it
is not a clamp can be placed on the tube to prevent it from
being pulled back.
11. To remove the product spool from the spool stand pull the
product back through the straightener by manually rotating the
spool and secure it to the spool flange using cable ties.
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Five Roll Tube Straightener
The five roll tube straightener may be used by hand or mounted on
the spool stand and payout.
Hand Use
1. Straighten the beginning of the coil by hand.

2. Adjust the roller height and feed the tube through the
straightener.

3. Pull / push the straightener back and forth along the tube and
adjust the roller height so the tubing is straight.
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4. If the tube continues to curve down
tighten the adjusting knob.
5. If the tube curves up loosen the
adjusting knob.
6. After the initial pass work the
straightener along the length of tubing with the straightener in
quarter hour positions.

Straightening Single and Multiple MJ without Spool Stand and
Straightener
1. Place product spool
appropriate shaft.

on

an

2. Support the spool shaft so that the
spool rolls freely.
3. Place a second smaller spool or
roller in front of the product spool
and support it so that it rolls freely.
4. Place a hand over the end of the
tube or bundle so that all fingers and
thumbs are on the same side of the
tube and restrain it. Do not stand in
- 32 -

front or behind the spool. Cut the retainer.
5. Maintain tension on the spool using the ramp to prevent it from
turning. If necessary someone should stand to the side of the
spool and prevent it from turning.
6. Pull the tube or bundle over the
second roller to straighten it.
7. Using a steady speed pull the
bundle to create the desired
length.
8. Use a hack saw to cut the MJ
tube or bundle.
9. Cap both cut ends.
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Polymer Coating Removal Tool - TPKJKTR

1. The polymer removal tool is set to score MJ polymer without
scratching the tube surface. It is a two-step process:
2. Mark the finished length on the polymer
coating
3. Using the measurements on the tool
body attach the stop block to the tubing
flush with the back of the polymer
coating removal tool.
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.

4. Open the spring loaded arm and insert the tube in hole #1 so
the stop block is flush with the body.

5. Keep slight pressure on the spring loaded arm and rotate the
removal tool body three times around the tube. This will score
the polymer coating around the tube at the proper distance for
fitting make-up.

6. Open the spring loaded arm and remove the tool from the MJ
polymer coated tube.
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7. Insert the MJ polymer coated tube in hole #2 and continue
sliding the tool along the MJ polymer coated tube hooking the
blade between the tube and MJ polymer coating.

8. Pull the tool along the MJ polymer coated tube until it is flush
with the stop block. This will cut the polymer coating along the
axis of the tube.

9. Remove the tool from the MJ polymer coated tubing and peel
back the coating until it reaches the score made using hole #1.
Tear the polymer along the score line and remove it.
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10. Place the removal tool along the tube so the measurements
are visible and mark the original finished tube length on the
bare tubing.

11. Use a standard tube cutter to cut the tube to finished length
and prepare it as normal for the tube fitting.
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Waterfall Tool - TPKWFT
The waterfall tool is used in pairs and requires user supplied 1/2"
square drive socket wrenches.

The waterfall tool creates a quarter twist so multiple tube bundles
can be bent in any direction.
1. Fit each tool to ½” square drive socket wrenches.
2. Open the jaws using the wing nut and place it over the flat
sides of the multiple tube bundle. Tighten the jaws to firmly
hold the bundle.

3. Position the second tool about 600mm away from the other.
4. By applying opposite torque twist the bundle so that the flat
faces are perpendicular to each other.
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Bending Polymer Coated Tubing
Use Only O’Brien MJ Tube Benders
When mechanical tube benders must be used, use a tool that is
one size larger than the bare tubing to allow for the polymer
thickness:
Tube Size
Bender Size
1/4"
3/8”
3/8”
1/2"
1/2"
5/8”
6mm
8mm or 3/8”
8mm
10mm
10mm
12mm
12mm
14mm or 5/8”
Allow for the larger radius bend when calculating dimensions.

TPKBDR-HD02 for 1/4" x 0.065” Max WT1 MJ tube, 15/16” R
TPKBDR-HD03 for 3/8” x 0.083” Max WT1 MJ tube, 1-1/2” R
TPKBDR-HD04 for 1/2" x 0.083” Max WT1 MJ tube, 2-1/4” R
1. Based on 316 ss.
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The O’Brien tube bender protects the polymer coating with a
non-sliding bending bar and larger tube hook. Use is similar to
traditional bender.
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CAUTION: Conventional tube benders and benders with
rollers should be used with caution. They must be
‘walked’ along to bend the tube. If they are pulled over the
polymer the rollers will catch or compress the polymer
and potentially damage it.
Bending action must be done slowly and polymer tension under
the sliding forming shoe must be allowed to equalize by releasing
the bending pressure every 15° of bending.
Closely watch the leading edge of the sliding forming shoe for any
indication that the polymer is being stretched and is bunching up.
If this occurs the bending pressure from the forming shoe must be
released.
Lubricate the sliding shoe of the bender or the jacket on the tube
so that the sliding shoe of the bender does not damage the jacket.
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Fittings
Remove polymer coating for fitting make-up. Appropriate cut back
allows only enough bare tubing to bottom out in the fitting and fully
disengage the nut. The markings on the polymer coating removal
tool provide the proper cut back.
Tube Size
1/4”
3/8”
1/2"
6mm
8mm
10mm
12mm

Cut Back
1”
1”
1”
25mm
25mm
25mm
25mm

The transition from polymer coated tube to fitting must be sealed
at all times during construction. Temporary sealing methods must
be installed if pressure testing and acceptance of the installation is
not done immediately. Caps and seals must extend over the
compression fitting nut and a minimum of 25mm of polymer
coating.
1.End fittings and bulkheads
2.Unions
3.Tees & Crosses
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Self Bonding Silicone Sealing Tape

Installation on a bulkhead union is used for illustration.
Similar technique is used for union and tee fittings.

Self bonding tape is applied after the fitting is installed. Among
other applications it can be used to protect and seal unions, tees,
crosses, valves, or polymer ends.
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Self bonding silicone tape is applied in layers with a minium of
50% overlap. Each fitting or installation should have a minimum of
four (4) layers for full protection.

1. For the first layer a length of 100 – 150 mm is used.
DO NOT REMOVE THE BACKING LAYER !

2. Pull back about 50mm of backing and streatch the silicone
tape 2 – 3X the normal length.
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3. Start the tape on the polymer coating a minimum of 1” (25mm)
from the end of the coating and wrap it around the tube and
fitting keeping it streatched by 2 – 3X its normal length.
Overlap each layer by 50%.

4. When applying the silicone tape it is important to keep the
backing in place as long as possible. If the tape comes in
contact wih itself it will bond immeadiately.

5. A second layer should be applied in the opposite direction of
wrapping. This layer is also streached as it is applied.
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6. For the finishing layer cut a length of – 8”(150 – 200mm) long.

7. Streach this layer by 25% and apply it in the opposite direction
of the previous layer.
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8. When finished inspect it for any gaps or voids. Most times
these may be sealed by flattening them with your hand. If this
is not successful an additional layer must be applied.
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Heat Shrink Sleeves
Heat shrink sleeves can be used to seal O’BRIEN MJ tubing at
bulkhead unions and joining unions. It requires the use of a heat
gun with a rating of at least 1200 watts.
The lining contains a heat activated sealing compound to prevent
moisture ingress.
Heat Shrink Boot Selection
Fractional
Metric
Tube
Wrench
Tube
Spanner
1/8
5/16
3
12
1/4
9/16
6
14
3/8
5/8
8
16
1/2
13/16
10
19
5/8
15/16
12
22
3/4
1-1/8
14 - 25
16
7/8
1-1/4
18
30
20 – 32
22
1
1-1/2
25
38

Heat Shrink Boot
TPKHS-S075
TPKHS-S075
TPKHS-S100
TPKHS-S100, -S150
TPKHS-S150
TPKHS-S150, -S200
TPKHS-S200
TPKHS-S200
TPKHS-S200

1. Cut back the polymer coating as required.
2. Before making up the fitting, place the
heat shrink sleeve over the tube. If
this is forgotten you can still break the
fitting at the compression nut and
install the heat shrink sleeve however
you will need to conduct your pressure
test again.
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3. For bulkhead fittings push the sleeve
against the bullhead plate and hold it
in place as you begin to shrink the
sleeve beginning at the bulkhead
plate.
4. Make sure that the sleeve extends a
minimum of 1” – 25mm over the
polymer coating. For joining unions,
the sleeve must extend over the
polymer coating on both sides of the
fitting.
5. Hold pressure on the sleeve until it
has cooled otherwise it may slide off
of the fitting.

Pressure Testing
If pressure testing and accepting the installation will not be
accomplished immediately all connections and terminations
must be protected until final pressure testing and acceptance is
completed.
1. If heat shrink boot (TPKHS-XX) will
be used as the permanent transition
seal place it over the tube before
fitting makeup. If self-fusing black
silicone tape will be used as the
permanent transition seal it may be
completed later.
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2. Use a high visibility vinyl or silicone
tape as temporary protection. High
visibility colors are used as a visual
indicator that the connection has
not been pressure tested and
accepted. O’Brien part number
TPKJP-SR-Y yellow self-fusing
silicone tape may be used as a
temporary seal.
3. Conduct leak/pressure testing following your established
procedures.
4. The temporary protection may be
removed for visual inspection of
fittings if the system has failed the
leak/pressure
testing.
Follow
established procedures to correct the
fitting if necessary.
5. When the connection has passed
inspection, and is accepted it must
be protected using the permanent sealing method selected.
6. If vinyl tape was used as temporary protection it MUST be
removed before a permanent seal is installed.
7. If silicone tape was used as temporary protection it can be left
in place and the permanent seal installed over it.
8. Follow the installation instructions for the black self-fusing
silicone tape (TPKJP-SR-B), heat shrink boot (TPKHS-XX)
used.
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9. Walk each run to ensure that all temporary protection (notable
because of the high visibility color) has been converted to
permanent installations.

Repairs
The polymer coating of O’BRIEN MJ is extremely durable and cut
resistant.
If the damage to the polymer coating was caused by an impact or
sharp blow as from a dropped object it is likely that the tubing has
been damaged as well and may require replacement.
If the outer jacket of multiple tube bundle is damaged during
installation, it can be sealed using the jacket patch kit.
If the polymer coating of a single tube is damaged, it can be
repaired using the black self-fusing silicone tape (TPKJP-SR-B).
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Training and Inspection Plan
All training is specific to the products supplied.
Schedule after material and tools arrive on-site.
Pre-training meeting: Review site specific procedures:
• Safety
• Tools
• Work restrictions
• Identify required skills
• Additional client required skills
• JSA review
• Scheduling
• Personnel: client rep, contractor rep, supervisors, team leaders,
contractor inspection, client inspection
Training Trainer
• Trainer must demonstrate unaided competency in each skill.
• Trainer must demonstrate ability to train others in each skill.
• Instruction vs Demonstrating
• Training Documentation and Record Keeping
• For each task: Safety, Task Instruction, Pass/Fail
 Job Safety Review

 Identification

 Receiving & Storage

 Planning & Routing
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 Work Area

 Fittings and Connections

 Tool Assembly

 Place and Secure

 Payout and Straighten

 Bending Bundle

 Rough Cut and End Prep

 Plane Change (Waterfall)

 Capping and Sealing

 Bending - Single Tube

 Temporary Protection

 Breakout – Single Tube

Installer Training
• Installer must demonstrate unaided competency in each skill.
 Job Safety Review

 Capping and Sealing

 Receiving & Storage

 Temporary Protection

 Identification

 Fittings and Connections

 Planning & Routing

 Place and Secure

 Work Area

 Bending Bundle

 Tool Assembly

 Plane Change (Waterfall)

 Payout and Straighten

 Bending - Single Tube

 Rough Cut and End Prep

 Breakout – Single Tube
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Intermediate Inspection
• Insure installers are properly trained – trained installers should
display the appropriate sticker on their hard hat
• Tube and jacket ends covered during fabrication and
installation – a minimum of 25mm/1” over the polymer
coating
• All connections are immediately protected with temporary high
visibility tape before pressure testing and acceptance
• Seals extend over the compression nut of the fitting and the
polymer coating by a minimum of 25mm/1”
• Tubes are properly supported – 1M/3FT horizontally and
2M/6FT vertically maximum, within 30omm/12” on each side
of a bend
ATTENTION Support distances are for static conditions and
not intended for any location possibly subject to dynamic
loading such as inside liquid filled tanks, wave zone or
sub-sea.
• Sufficient straight run at connections – No bends within
25mm/1” of a fitting
• Polymer coating is not damaged
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Final Inspection
• All temporary sealing is replaced with permanent seals – black
• All connections are protected with permanent seals – black
• Permanent seals are properly installed
• Permanent seals extend over the compression nut of the fitting
and the polymer coating by a minimum of 25mm/1”
• Clamps are tightened to the specified torque
• Tube is straight and workmanlike
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Identified Systems Utilizing SBT
PROCESS SYSTEMS & SUBSYSTEMS
Code
Title
Remarks
PS1
Oil Production....
PS11
Wellhead
Including single and dual
string xtrees
PS12
Flowlines & Manifolds
PS13
Well Testing
Including test separator skid
PS14
Export Metering &
Departing Pipeline
PS15
Gas Vent & Flare
PS16
Closed Liquid Drain
Including KO drum
PS2
Gas Production....
PS21
Wellhead
Including Xtrees
PS22
Flowlines & Manifolds
PS23
Well Testing
If significant condensate is
expected
PS24
Export Metering &
Departing Pipeline
PS25
Gas Vent & Flare
PS26
Closed Liquid Drain
Including KO drum
PS27
Gas Compression
Including gas treatment
PS3
Gas Re-injection
Gaslift
PS4
Water Injection
UTILITY SYSTEMS & SUBSYSTEMS
Code
Title
Remarks
US1
Electrical Power....
US17
Heat Tracing
US2
Instrument Air....
US21
Generation
Including standalone
compressor package
US22
Treatment &
Including filters, dryers and
Distribution
receiver
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US3
US4
US5
US6

Open Drain
Service Water
Potable Water
Hydraulic Oil

US7

Diesel Oil

Including seawater deluge
Including power unit and
control panel
Including day tank and long
term storage

US8
Chemical Injection
AUTOMATION SYSTEMS & SUBSYSTEMS
Code
Title
Remarks
AS1
Platform Control System (PCS)....
AS11
Monitoring
AS12
Control
AS13
Operational Bypasses
& Maintenance
Overrides
AS15
Wellhead Control
From wellhead control panel
AS16
Gas Turbine Genset
From stand along gas genset
Control
skid
AS17
Instrument Air
From stand alone IA
Compressor Control
compressor skid
AS18
Variable Speed Drive
For each electric driven
Control
submersible pump
AS2
Platform Safeguarding System (SGS)....
AS21
Alarm Management
Including station lamps &
(AMS)
aircraft beacons
AS22
Unit Shutdown (USD)
Gas genset, IA compressor,
test sep
AS23
Surface Process
Isolates & shuts in all
Shutdown (PSD)
topsides processes
AS24
Emergency Shutdown
Isolates & shuts in topsides +
(ESD)
subsurface
AS25
Emergency Blowdown
Depressurizes topsides
(EBD)
equipment
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AS26

Emergency Drainage
Drains off flammable
(EDS)
inventory
AS27
Fire Fighting (FFS)
AS28
Abandon Platform
(APS)
ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS & SUBSYSTEMS
Code
Title
Remarks
ES1
Environmental Monitoring System (EMS)....
ES11
Air Quality
Including wind direction and
strength
ES13
Spillages & Leaks
From topsides & subsurface
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Generic JSA
SMALL BORE POLYMER COATED TUBING INSTALLATION
JOB SAFETY ANALYSIS POTENTIAL HAZARDS
(you must know them well)
Chemical Exposure
Ignition Source
Pressure
X
Chips and Cuttings
Lifting
X Simultaneous Operations X
Cold Surfaces
Machinery and Tools
X Slips and Trips
X
Hot Surface
Noise
Spills
Confined Space
Open Hole
Toxic Atmosphere
Working at Height
X Other (specify below)
Walking/Working Surface
Hazardous Electrical
Overhead Line
Weather
Heat Stress
Pinch Point
X Welding Flash

HAZARD CONTROLS
(you must have a contingency plan)
Atmospheric Monitoring
Fire/Safety Watch
Personnel Protection Equ X
Emergency Evacuation
X Ignition Source Control
Physical Barrier
Eye Wash/Safety Shower X Lock Out Tag
Required Work Permit
Fall Protection
Material Safety Data
Safety Equipment
Fire Fighting
X Other (specify below)
Spill Control

SAFETY EQUIPMENT
(make sure your buddy also has his/her equipment)
Adsorbent Pads
Gas Detector
Protective Clothing
X
Caution Tape
X Goggles
Rubber/Chemical Gloves
Chemical Apron
Hard Hat
X Respirator
Containment Pans
Hearing Protection
Respirator -Dust Mask
Gloves
X Leather Gloves
Safety Barricade
Face Shield
Life Jacket
Safety Glasses
X
Fire Extinguisher
Life Line
Safety Boots
X
Fire Retardant Tarpaulin
Lock Out / Tag Out
Spill Kit
Full Body Harness
X Other (specify below)
Work Vest
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#

SMALL BORE POLYMER COATED TUBING INSTALLATION
- Job Safety Analysis –
Work Location
Related Job Card(s)
TBA
TBA
Activity
Potential Hazards and
Mitigation Plan
(to reduce/eliminate hazards)
Activities

A01 Assess safety knowledge
of job team

a) Missed safety induction
b) Unsure of nearest hazards

A02 Assess PPE

a) Inappropriate PPE
b) Defective PPE
a) Wrong tools
b) Not certified for use
c) Tool failure / condition
a) Restricted access
b) Impaired access
c) Tripping or slipping hazards
d) Conflicting activities
(SIMOPS)

A03 Select tools for the job

A04 Assess if work location is
accessible, clean and tidy,
free to proceed with the
work. Confirm all barriers
are in place and safety
warning are clearly
displayed.
A05 Determine where best to
temporarily store materials
at work location
A06 Determine where best to
store job card materials

Store materials away from
safety egress routes and
operator work locations
Store materials away from safety
egress routes and operator work
locations.

A07 Assess possible location(s) Congestion may be created
for MJ drum payout
around payout assembly if only
(spooling assembly)
limited deck space available.
A08 Assess possible “rest area” Avoid exposure to equipment
if the work is to be carried operating at high pressure and
out on remote platform.
temperature
A09 Cordon off work area with
“Caution Tape” if
considered necessary

a) Ongoing site activities
b) Possible tripping hazards
c) Possible slipping hazards
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a) Must attend safety induction
b) Must know nearest major
hazards
Check and confirm all PPE is
appropriate and fit-for-purpose
Check and confirm all tools are fitfor-purpose and in good working
order
a) Consider access routes and plan
accordingly
b) Clean and tidy up work area
c) plan work not to impact other
activities, attend SIMOPS meeting
to confirm
Consider making a temporary
storage space for job materials
If necessary, consider making a
temporary storage space for JC
materials (scaffolding/ scaff
boards/tarpaulin may be ok)
If necessary, consider creating a
temporary payout assembly space
by scaffolding out/away from deck
perimeter
If necessary, creating rest area (for
team breaks and meals) by
scaffolding out/away from deck
perimeter
a) Be aware at all times of other
work going on around
b) Look out for temporary cable
runs across open spaces/egress
routes
c) Check work area is dry

A10 Identify required site
services (eg crane,
scaffolding, transport) and
arrange for their planned
availability. Specify
laydown and lifting areas
for crane operator.
A11 Confirm sequence of
payout actions to all crew
members including signal
to indicate work must stop
– either because of
problems or safety concern
A12 Load MJ Drum onto payout
assembly
A13 Check all crew members
are at assigned positions.
Release and adjust tubing
straightener. Payout tubing
for rough positioning.
A14 Rough cut runs to length
and seal ends.
A15 Route tubing including
temporary banding and
clamping
A16 Fit tubing in final position.
Remove temporary
banding and install final
clamps.
A17 Verify route start and finish
for tube. Place heat shink
boots over tube. Remove
temporary sealing and
make pressure connection.
Protect fitting compression
nut and 25mm of polymer
coated tube with temporary
high visibility sealing.
A18 Conduct pressure test and
reseal fittings as required.
Replace temporary sealing
with permanent heat shrink
seal

a) Ongoing site activities
b) Possible tripping hazards
c) Protruding equipment and
steelwork
d) Sling not certified for lift

a) Confusion
b) Distraction

a) Be aware at all times of other
work going on around
b) Look out for temporary cable
runs across open spaces/egress
routes
c) Wear hard hat
d) Use only certified lifting sling
a) Crew members should be able to
explain the payout process
b) Use ‘buddy system” to ensure
one member watches another for
signs of attention

a) Abrasion
b) Wood skelf
c) Finger pinching
a) Crew not in position
b) Pinch points

a), b) Wear protective gloves
c) Keep fingers away from rotating
drum and straightening rollers
a) Don’t’ start work until confirmed
positioning by crew
b) Wear protective gloves and keep
fingers away from pinch points

a) Possible cut hazard

a) Wear protective gloves

a) Finger pinching
b) Fall
c) Back strain

a) Wear protective gloves
b) Use safety harness if working at
height
c) get assistance for all heavy work
a) Wear protective gloves
b) Use safety harness if working at
height
c) Secure tools
a) Wear protective gloves

a) Cuts and abrasion
b) Falls
c) Dropped tools
a) Cuts

a) Cuts
b) Hot surfaces
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a) b) Wear protective gloves

NOTES
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